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Abstract: While internet privacy has been a central concern for quite a long time, the revelations by Edward Snowden about the US National Security Agency’s massive surveillance programme have highlighted the extent to which it is a core political issue. The privacy-surveillance controversy has prompted what is perhaps the most prominent and ambitious call in internet governance history to break the dominance of the United States’ control over internet infrastructure: the Global Multistakeholder Meeting on the Future of Internet Governance, or NETmundial (April 2014). The article analyses the current state of multi-stakeholderism in internet governance in light of this event. In particular, it argues for the necessity to leave the ‘Digital Cold War’ rhetoric behind if the internationalisation and the globalisation of internet governance is to move to the next level.
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Over the last year, the continuous revelations by Edward Snowden about the massive surveillance data mining programmes of the US National Security Agency (NSA) have led to what can be considered a “wake-up call” for global internet governance. They have entailed, among several of their important consequences, an exacerbation of the differences between the more or less established actors in today’s internet governance landscape. While privacy and its transposition to the internet context has been a central concern for quite a long time, the
Snowden revelations have highlighted the extent to which it is a core political issue, with intense national interests, as well as individual ones, taking shape around it. Around this tension, challenges to offshore internet governance from the United States and to assume local or regional control of data fluxes have multiplied, coming most notably from Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff and German Chancellor Angela Merkel.

The privacy-surveillance controversy has prompted what is perhaps the most prominent and ambitious call in internet governance history to break the dominance of United States control on internet infrastructure and to move the internationalisation and the globalisation of internet governance to the next level: the Global Multistakeholder Meeting on the Future of Internet Governance, or NETmundial. Scheduled for April 23 and 24 2014 in Sao Paulo, Brazil, the meeting is set to focus on “crafting Internet governance principles and proposing a roadmap for the further evolution of the Internet governance ecosystem” — with a very thinly veiled objective to undermine US predominance, and a newly found legitimacy prompted by the Snowden revelations. Recently, the expectations of the global internet governance community about this meeting were additionally fueled by the United States government’s declarations that it is time to take a “step back” in its control over the Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN) (DoC, 2014).

‘DIGITAL COLD WAR’: MISLEADING LABELS REVISIT OLD CONFLICTS

While, as internet governance scholar Milton Mueller has noticed, “the US government’s attempt to position itself as the standard-bearer of Internet freedom, always dubious, was finished off” through the disclosure of the NSA surveillance programmes (Mueller, 2013a), the PRISM scandal was maybe the last, but surely not the only recent event that challenged the status quo of the internet governance landscape. Two years ago, in the aftermath of the World Conference on International Telecommunications (WCIT), we could witness a confrontation between internet stakeholders, misleadingly labelled by several commentators as the beginning of a ‘Digital Cold War’ in internet governance.

During this conference, which was held by the International Telecommunication Union (ITU) in December 2012 and aimed at renegotiating its outdated international telecommunication regulations, several countries — among them the United States, Britain, Sweden and Japan — eventually refused to sign the final agreement. Their dissent was motivated by the inclusion of a non-binding resolution that could be construed as inviting the ITU to take over a more important role in global internet governance. The US and like-minded governments saw in it an endeavour by more authoritarian governments — above all from Russia, China and some Arab countries — to overrule the existing multistakeholder structures of internet governance in order to regain more governmental control both on an international level and with regard to ‘national internet segments’.

Yet, the Digital Cold War rhetoric, which was taken over by media and high-level policymakers (e.g., The Economist, 2012; Kroes, 2013) was misleading as it simplified the controversy over differing models of global internet governance by framing it as an ideological conflict between two blocks: one ostensibly in favour of a free, open, human rights-based and multistakeholder-governed internet, and the other advocating the extension of national sovereignty on cyberspace, which would reputedly lead to more control, surveillance and censorship of national
and cross-border internet traffic. In addition, this analogy was highly problematic as it entirely failed to recognise legitimate concerns of countries, many of them from the developing world, that are on the losing side of the actual internet model and seek for increased intergovernmental influence for other reasons than those mentioned before. At the same time, the comparison with the ideological confrontations of the Cold War attempted to hide the actual geopolitical, economic, military and cultural interests of those stakeholders defending the status quo.

But the WCIT episode is only one recent example in a long series of confrontations between supposedly irreconcilable visions about who should govern the internet. Debates about the ideal governance model for the ‘network of networks’ first arouse in the period leading up to ICANN’s foundation in 1998, which overruled alternative proposals put forward by the Internet Society (ISOC) or the ITU, and reached their first peak during the World Summit on the Information Society (WSIS) in 2003-2005 (Kleinwächter, 2004). Ever since, international debates on internet governance are dominated by subliminal or explicit tensions between adherers of different governance visions. But are these visions indeed hopelessly heterogeneous? Will events like NETmundial - with its implicit but clear “counter-hegemony” stance, only exacerbate differences? Will NETmundial specifically allow for bridges to be built? Will it open new directions for the overcoming of confrontational perspectives, as well as for the benefit of a more constructive and inclusive approach to internet governance?

MULTISTAKEHOLDERISM, A COMPROMISE WITH CAVEATS

For a better understanding of the challenge that NETmundial is facing, it is necessary to have a closer look at these competing governance visions: in less ideologically loaded terms, they consist, on the one hand, in a model that preserves the classical intergovernmental approach to global governance, in which governments — for instance cooperating through the United Nations and the ITU — have the exclusive right for making public policy; this model is envisioned by most non-democratic countries, but also a number of developing countries and emerging democracies which until now have no or very little impact in the existing governance structures and see the intergovernmental model as the most efficient way to gain greater influence on global decision-making with regard to the internet.

On the other hand, the currently only discussed alternative consists in the so-called multistakeholder model, in which new global institutions — in particular ICANN and the Internet Governance Forum (IGF) — challenge the exclusivity of governmental policy-making by favouring an increased participation of various non-state parties. This concept of multistakeholderism reflects the idea that every “holder of interests” in the internet should be able to have a voice heard in the shaping of the network of networks; processes and arenas should be provided for them to do so in a coordinated way (Levinson, 2010). Hailed in the early 2000s as the “21st-century way” of engaging in world politics, the multistakeholder model is currently being put under the magnifying glass by practitioners and researchers alike, in search of model-specific results and metrics to assess them (Drake, 2011). In the meantime, and even though it is often criticised from various sides, the multistakeholder model continues to be implemented not only in the IGF, but also in newly-created venues such as NETmundial or the Global Commission on Internet Governance created in early 2014 by the Centre for International Governance Innovation and the Chatham House. But instead of developing innovative forms of multistakeholder participation, these venues have been criticised for
displaying “an incredible degree of isomorphism with existing organizational structures in Internet governance” as they appear to bear strong similarities with the setup of the IGF or ICANN (Kuerbis, 2014).

Astonishingly enough, a large number of governments seem deliberately to ignore the fact that the multistakeholder scenario, as described above, already represents a compromise, as it departs from two more radical scenarios, which also have strong proponents. These consist, firstly, in unrestricted self-regulation of the internet by an entirely independent technical and academic community (as imagined by the ‘cyberlibertarian’ internet pioneers) and, secondly, in the total privatisation of all internet management functions and the (quasi-) absence of any governmental or regulatory oversight (the neo-liberal vision as officially favoured by the US government at ICANN’s foundation). Both of these governance models existed since the internet’s beginning and shaped significantly more its technical and operational management than the intergovernmental approach that historically prevailed in other fields of telecommunications. As a consequence, advocates of the multistakeholder model present their solution as the ideal middle ground between opposed visions of internet governance. However, they fail to concede that the currently existing internet governance ecosystem does not — or only partly — correspond to this ideal: While it might allow various stakeholders to participate in internet governance processes, the current multistakeholder processes do not necessarily lead to a wider range of views or a more global representation of interests and concerns (Drake, 2011). In several instances, it actually tends to increase the overrepresentation of actors from Western highly-developed countries in all stakeholder groups, whereas it disprivileged — for instance — developing countries, which often lack independent civil society networks or strong business players that could meaningfully engage in the existing internet governance structures (Cogburn, 2006; Calandro et al., 2013).

In the long run, the main discrepancy in current debates about global internet governance, hence, is not only caused by stakeholders, who call for a different, more conservative intergovernmental approach, but also by those who lack to acknowledge that the current situation is still far from reflecting the ideal model they propagate.

**WHAT STANDS IN THE WAY OF A RELOADED MULTISTAKEHOLDERISM**

There are three main problems that prevent the existing internet governance system from attaining a more ideal version of ‘multistakeholderism’. The first two originated during the WSIS: The final statement of the summit (Tunis Agenda, 2005) included an “ugly and unworkable compromise” on internet governance “that seemed to endorse multistakeholder governance, but actually undermined it by assigning different ‘roles’ to each major stakeholder group” (Mueller, 2013b); it attributed exclusive public policy authority to states and intergovernmental organisations, while assigning the responsibility for technical and operational questions to the private sector. It thereby created an artificial and unrealisable separation of intertwined political and technical matters, and placed governments on the top of the internet decision-making pyramid — a position that, in reality, they held neither back then, nor today. Likewise, it fully misrepresented the contribution of civil society and the technical community to the existing governance structures as it simply requested them to play an ‘important role’ on the ‘community level’.
In addition, the WSIS outcome created a second major problem as it failed to take a clear stance on the institutional framework, in which future decisions about global internet governance should be taken. Instead, it postponed a forceful decision by creating the IGF as a forum for multistakeholder dialogue, but without equipping it with the necessary decision-making capacities. As a consequence, today — nine years and eight IGF editions later — we witness a growing multitude of internet governance events, with NETmundial being the most prominent example. We also see an increasing variety of intergovernmental or multistakeholder committees and resources dealing with various internet-related aspects, which render the creation of a unique, global and all-embracing internet governance setting even more difficult.

The third main problem of the current internet governance ecosystem predates the WSIS, as it is related to the privileged role of the United States government within the existing structures. During ICANN’s creation, the US government imposed direct oversight over the corporation’s technical decision-making procedure with a Memorandum of Understanding between the newly founded organisation and the US Department of Commerce (DoC). In contrast, other governments were only granted a consultative status through ICANN’s Governmental Advisory Committee (GAC). Even if over the last 15 years the GAC’s influence has increased and the original agreement between ICANN and the DoC was altered several times, the DoC still regulates the technical functions that the Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA) executes as a separate entity within ICANN. As a consequence, the management of the internet’s core infrastructure still remains under US oversight, which explains other stakeholders’ concerns that the United States could prominently steer policy decisions linked to the technical development of the online space. In light of this unilateral influence on ICANN as one of the core institutions of the current internet governance landscape, the US rejection of other national governments’ claims for more influence, as witnessed during the WCIT meeting in 2013, appears almost hypocritical. But this may be bound to change as of March 2014...

THE ‘STEP BACK’ OF THE UNITED STATES

While the organisers of NETmundial promise to set a new landmark in multistakeholder proceedings (implicitly criticising not only US predominance, but also the actual effectiveness of multistakeholder “pioneers” like the IGF), the United States government may be seeking to anticipate some of the arguments against its historical privileged relationship to ICANN, by demonstrating its willingness to be the first in taking a step back.

On March 14 2014, the US DoC announced that it would surrender its most direct means of control over internet infrastructure. Assistant Secretary of Commerce Lawrence Strickling declared that he asked ICANN to start a formal transition process so as to “support and enhance the multistakeholder model” and “maintain the openness of the Internet” (DoC, 2014). ICANN Chief Executive Fadi Chehadé added, on his end, that he aimed for the process to be completed before ICANN’s management contract with the DoC expires in September 2015 (Timberg, 2014). Even if accompanied by another statement, insisting that the task should not be undertaken by another group of governments or an exclusively intergovernmental organisation (the historical opposition to ITU and its offspring, like WCIT, is obvious), the United States have never been more direct in suggesting a new step towards the globalisation of internet governance. By suggesting that the new phase should be undertaken by an arrangement that includes “the private sector and other interested parties,” it may indeed be declaring its endorsement for the multi-national, not over-institutionalised version of multistakeholderism fostered by NETmundial.
The most recent ICANN meeting, held in Singapore between March 21 and 27, shows that reactions to the US announcements are mixed — in particular because the modalities of the transition process, the names of the people who will be in charge, and the shape that a new accountability mechanism should take, are still all but defined. Therefore, it can be hoped that NETmundial will be an important occasion to further clarify stakeholders’ respective roles in the roadmap for transition. European Commission Vice-President, and Commissioner for the Digital Agenda, Neelie Kroes, has commented the decision in a positive light, calling it a “historical announcement” on her Twitter profile. However, other actors coming from both the political realm and the private sector consider this a strategic problem. Increasing internationalisation – in form of more intergovernmental oversight over the IANA functions – may also mean additional power and control in the hands of authoritative states like China and Russia. This may add a new dimension to a scenario where distributed denial of service attacks and attempts to seize industrial secrets via the internet (to name but two examples) are increasingly frequent proxies for the more classical weapons of war yielded in the past. If the conflict extends to the most critical pieces of internet infrastructure (such as the Domain Name System), can the stability and the security of the global “network of networks” afford it? Experts seem to be unanimous: it is not the case (e.g. DeNardis, 2014).

THE UN’S INDECISIVENESS COMES AT A COST

With all of this in mind, one could expect that the United Nations would try to play a more crucial role on internet governance issues, and use its 10 years review of the WSIS in 2015 to find a long-term global solution to an internet governance that all stakeholders can agree with. But so far, discussions on the modalities of the review process are undermined by countries, which either fear that the reassessment could lead to new intergovernmental agreements about alternative internet governance scenarios, or suspect that it would only be used to confirm the status quo of the current multistakeholder structure. Hence, by continuously postponing all decisions about the format and content of the WSIS review, the United Nations are once more missing out on the occasion to significantly influence global internet governance.

In the meantime, deliberations continue to take place outside of the United Nations. NETmundial, in particular, due to ICANN’s important role and the confirmed support of the event by the US government (Sepulveda, 2014), might take up many of the points that the WSIS had left unfinished and develop first recommendations about the transition plan for ICANN’s oversight. However, due to the fact that NETmundial is entirely based on a multistakeholder vision of internet governance, it can already be suspected that advocates of the classical intergovernmental governance model will not accept the outcomes of the meeting as a new common ground for global internet governance and continue to seek alternative solutions within the domain of the United Nations.

When considering the last ten years of increasing multistakeholderism in internet governance, it becomes apparent that the ‘Future of Internet Governance’ can only lie at the crossroads of opposite visions of governance: taking into account the evolving and re-dimensional role of nation-states, the ever-more important role of the private sector, and the complexities hidden behind a too generic ‘civil society’ label. A turn to an exclusive, intergovernmental approach, as wished for by some UN member states with support of the ITU, would not do justice to the history of the internet governance ecosystem and its multitude of stakeholders. At the same time, those countries and actors who benefit from the current system, cannot afford hiding behind rhetorical iron curtains and continue to exclude the rest of the world — especially
developing countries and emerging economies, which for structural reasons might often not be represented by others than their governments — from the governance of the most important global technological network of our times.

NETmundial and the recent announcement of the United States to cede their unilateral control over the internet infrastructure are just small steps towards the much bigger change that is urgently needed. Because today's imperfect, non-transparent and unbalanced multistakeholder model, just as any other scenarios which fail to consider the rights and interests that all countries and all stakeholders have in the governance of cyberspace, only increases the risk that, in the future, there will be no global internet but many national and regional internets, each governed in a different way.

FOOTNOTES

1. Within the internet governance community, the term ‘internationalisation’ is commonly used to describe a stronger role of governments in the internet governance processes, while ‘globalisation’ refers to an increase of global non-governmental participation.

2. For the objectives and concrete setup of the Global Multistakeholder Meeting on the Future of Internet Governance, see: http://netmundial.br/
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